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	about
	 specs
	 accessories
	 instructions


 
    	  
                                
                                Age range
 
                                newborn - 4 years*
*age reference as a guide only

	  
                                
                                Dimensions l x h x w
 
                                115 x 105 x 63cm


	  
                                
                                Folded dimensions
 
                                31 x 63 x 89cm

	  
                                
                                Handlebar height
 
                                73 - 108cm


	  
                                
                                Maximum load
 
                                18kg in each seat

	  
                                
                                Product weight
 
                                14.5kg*
*includes frame, wheels, gear tray, fabric sling seat, grab bar


	  
                                
                                Safety certified
 
                                for the following markets;
Europe, UK, USA, AUS/NZ, Canada

	  
                                
                                Seat dimensions
 
                                57 x 29 x 19cm
76 x 29cm with seat fully reclined













      View Instructional PDF




   















This multi award winning side-by-side is the most compact, fully featured, true all-terrain double buggy in the market, with the same wheelbase width as a single buggy. duet™ is the ultimate ride for two, offering innovation and absolute control like no other.

Built upon the same engineering platform of our Red Dot award winning urban jungle™ luxury collection; duet™ has been masterfully crafted with such extreme versatility for either siblings OR twins, combined with features specifically tailored to take two. Staying true to what a mountain bike would offer with its true air filled tyres, duet™ is a reliable 4-wheel buggy that provides incredible suspension to take you from the urban pathways to the mountain trails; tackling all-terrain with sublime ease, comfort and maximum control, always delivering in superior manoeuvrability and kerb pop.



 
                            

 
      share via:    share    tweet    pin it

  
                        mountain buggy
SKU:   Product Code:                                                                                           
                        DUET_V3.2







 what makes duet™ unique
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     built from the platform that brought all terrain to the world Designed upon the world’s first, all terrain, 3-wheeler; the Red Dot award winning platform of urban jungle™ luxury, just engineered to take two.
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     world class in safety, stability and materials duet™ passes all rigorous global standards, and is made of super high quality 6060 T52 aircraft grade lightweight aluminium, making all Mountain Buggies superior in strength.
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     superior manoeuvrability and kerb pop Revered for exceptional engineering and design, duet™ delivers sublime steering with one hand, and turns on a dime thanks to its perfect weight distribution and front wheels that 360º swivel - so easy to pop up over kerbs and obstacles too.
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     same wheelbase width as a single buggy At just 63cm, duet™ is one of the narrowest side-by-side's in the market; phenomenally the same wheelbase width as a single buggy, allowing it to fit seamlessly through a standard doorway or manoeuvre around tight shopping aisles.
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     more capacity for storage A much more generous gear tray than most, with zip pockets for compartmentalizing; allowing 10kg additional storage for you to take on your journey.
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     newborn ready to toddler ages - siblings OR twins Individual full recline, fabric sling seats that provide a lie flat mode that is perfect for your newborn OR twins right up to 4 years of age, providing more longevity for your family.
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     ride as a travel system - sibling OR twins With the addition of a car seat adaptor or adaptors for twins, you can safely secure an infant car seat (or two), to parent face your newborn/s.
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     lie flat, parent facing options for one While most side-by-side buggies have options to parent face your newborn, you definitely have more options with duet™. There is the affordable soft shelled cocoon™ for one, OR the innovative single carrycot plus™. carrycot plus™ offers you ingenious innovation plus value for money with 3 modes - a traditional lie flat bed, an incline position for babies who suffer from reflux, AND you can transform the carrycot into a parent facing modular seat – all in the one package.
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     lie flat, parent facing options for twins Our twins essentials offer the only options in the world where your newborn twins can still remain touching each other while in the buggy. The soft shelled cocoon™ for twins offers a lie flat, affordable bed within duet™, OR the innovative carrycot plus™ for twins. This twin product offers ingenious innovation plus value for money with 3 modes - a traditional lie flat bed where your twin newborns can still remain together, an incline position for babies who suffer from reflux, AND then you can transform the carrycot into a twin parent facing modular seat – still seated right next to one another to continue that strong bond; all in the one package.
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     take three With the Mountain Buggy® strength and engineering, you can attach the freerider™ scooter board to duet™ for a fun day out.
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     confidence in control A hand operated active brake allows for maximum control to slow your buggy down across all surfaces, gradients and terrain when pushing the additional weight of two children. This thoughtful feature will provide you additional confidence and superior handling.
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     sublime tyre performance on all terrain duet™ includes 10" air filled tyres as they provide a much better ride as the rubber outer tube meets the most generous air filled pocket, providing the greatest degree of suspension and the smoothest handling on any surface; well suited for any terrain from shopping malls to the mountain trails.
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     compact one hand fold The same award winning design as our Red Dot award winning platform; duet™ easily folds down flat, and stand folds with one hand, conveniently keeping the fabric clean and off the ground.
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     patented innovation The patented tail free harnesses in each of the individual seats, has been cleverly designed to keep long, fussy, loose straps out of little hands and mouths for superior safety and hygiene.
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     Individual adjustable leg rest For better comfort on those long urban journeys out.
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     2-mode wheel Front wheels can be locked back OR full swivel for added manoeuvrability and control when pushing on rough terrain or jogging.
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     benefits of fabric sling seats #1 The seats allow your children to sit snug inside the buggy frame at the right height. This perfect center of gravity instantly delivers superior manoeuvrability, lighter kerb pop (you don’t need a lot of weight to pop the nose of the buggy up to get over a kerb), and also provides better balance / stability.  
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     benefits of fabric sling seats #2 There is always a built-in, full lie flat, newborn bed – so convenient, as NO additional newborn purchase is required (although they are available). This is great if you need to save to spend on other extras for your baby.  
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     benefits of fabric sling seats #3 They provide the most room to grow for your children, and allows for heavier weight capacities.  
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     benefits of fabric sling seats #4 Our fabric seats makes duet™ much lighter than most, especially against the option of a modular seat unit which has the added weight of the seat unit frame.  
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     benefits of fabric sling seats #5 You don’t have to fuss about taking the seats off the frame before folding (unlike most modular seat buggies); just fold with the fabric sling seats still attached, and pop away easily.








  






     	features
	specifications
	instructions

     
                                        full features breakdown
  
                                                
 [image: the same wheelbase width as a single buggy at just 63cm]
  1  the same wheelbase width as a single buggy at just 63cm 
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  2  10" air filled tyres, for a true all terrain, 4-wheel performance 




  
                                                
 [image: made with a robust, super high quality 6060 T52 aircraft grade lightweight aluminium]
  3  made with a robust, super high quality 6060 T52 aircraft grade lightweight aluminium 




  
                                                
 [image: one hand, compact stand fold]
  4  one hand, compact stand fold 




  
                                                
 [image: a comfortable sized side-by-side double buggy at 14.5kg, for on and off road adventures]
  5  a comfortable sized side-by-side double buggy at 14.5kg, for on and off road adventures 




  
                                                
 [image: hand operated active brake for slowing down, with a tension adjustor for control]
  6  hand operated active brake for slowing down, with a tension adjustor for control 




  
                                                
 [image: foot park brake for go / stop]
  7  foot park brake for go / stop 




  
                                                
 [image: the front wheels can be locked back OR full swivel for added manoeuvrability and control when pushing on rough terrain or jogging]
  8  the front wheels can be locked back OR full swivel for added manoeuvrability and control when pushing on rough terrain or jogging  





  
                                                
 [image: an all terrain travel system for your newborn OR twins]
  9  an all terrain travel system for your newborn OR twins Click to purchase our duet™ and protect™ promotion.





  
                                                
 [image: soothing lie flat fabric sling seat for a tiny newborn to upright for a growing toddler]
  10  soothing lie flat fabric sling seat for a tiny newborn to upright for a growing toddler 




  
                                                
 [image: adjustable handlebar height]
  11  adjustable handlebar height 




  
                                                
 [image: patented tail free, 5 point harness]
  12  patented tail free, 5 point harness 




  
                                                
 [image: excellent UPF50+ individual sun hood protection]
  13  excellent UPF50+ individual sun hood protection 




  
                                                
 [image: pull out sun mesh visors for additional protection]
  14  pull out sun mesh visors for additional protection 




  
                                                
 [image: magnetic peek-a-boo flaps]
  15  magnetic peek-a-boo flaps 




  
                                                
 [image: adjustable individual leg rests for elevation]
  16  adjustable individual leg rests for elevation 




  
                                                
 [image: great storage space with the roomy gear tray and zip pockets]
  17  great storage space with the roomy gear tray and zip pockets 




  
                                                
 [image: plush, reversible liner included]
  18  plush, reversible liner included 




  
                                                
 [image: detachable grab bar included]
  19  detachable grab bar included 




  
                                                
 [image: bottle holder included]
  20  bottle holder included 




  
                                                
 [image: strong enough to take three]
  21  strong enough to take three 




  
                                                
 [image: essentials from birth to toddler OR twins]
  22  essentials from birth to toddler OR twins click here to view them all





  
                                                
 [image: essentials for newborn twins]
  23  essentials for newborn twins click here to view twin essentials





  
                                                
 [image: superior manoeuvrability and outstanding kerb pop]
  24  superior manoeuvrability and outstanding kerb pop 





   




    	  
                                                    
                                                    Age range
 
                                                    newborn - 4 years*
*age reference as a guide only

	  
                                                    
                                                    Dimensions l x h x w
 
                                                    115 x 105 x 63cm

	  
                                                    
                                                    Folded dimensions
 
                                                    31 x 63 x 89cm

	  
                                                    
                                                    Handlebar height
 
                                                    73 - 108cm


	  
                                                    
                                                    Maximum load
 
                                                    18kg in each seat

	  
                                                    
                                                    Product weight
 
                                                    14.5kg*
*includes frame, wheels, gear tray, fabric sling seat, grab bar

	  
                                                    
                                                    Safety certified
 
                                                    for the following markets;
Europe, UK, USA, AUS/NZ, Canada

	  
                                                    
                                                    Seat dimensions
 
                                                    57 x 29 x 19cm
76 x 29cm with seat fully reclined






     
                                            duet™ instructions
  Setting up your duet™ is easy! Find all the details you need here for how to set up and use!

  View Instructional PDF
  















   

                    

  duet™ essentials
 accessorise your duet™ further with these essentials
 view all duet™ essentials 
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            more info carrycot plus for duet™ 
            one base, two fabric sets, three parent facing modes 

            
 

      
€199,99 EUR
    
    
  

     No reviews
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            add to cart newborn cocoon™ 

            
 

      
€89,99 EUR
    
    
  


                            sold out      10 reviews
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            add to cart carrycot plus™ for twins 
            one base, two fabric sets, three parent facing modes 

            
 

      
€299,99 EUR
    
    
  

     5 reviews
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            add to cart cocoon™ for twins 
            lightweight newborn solution 

            
 

      
€109,99 EUR
    
    
  


                            sold out      2 reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: Mountain Buggy universal car seat adaptor showing frame and attachment straps for securing infant car seats colour default_default]
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            add to cart universal car seat adaptor 

            
 

      
€53,99 EUR
    
    
  


                            sold out      2 reviews
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            add to cart duet™ double storm cover 

            
 

      
€39,99 EUR
    
    
  


                            sold out      21 reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: Mountain Buggy duet custom fit double sun mesh cover set with black out cover included_default]
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            add to cart duet™ double sun cover set 

            
 

      
€59,99 EUR
    
    
  

     3 reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: skyrider compact travel suitcase that doubles as a buggy while travelling shown in child mode and cary on luggage mode]
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            add to cart skyrider™ 
            roll on board 

            
 

      
€109,00 EUR
    
    
  

     6 reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: Mountain Buggy durable soft peach lined sleeping bag in colour ocean_ocean]
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            more info sleeping bag 

            
 

      
€59,99 EUR
    
    
  

     No reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: family strolling through park with toddler riding their freerider™ scooter board attached to rear of duet™ double buggy - Mountain Buggy freerider™ influencer @dashamish]
 [image: family strolling through park with toddler riding their freerider™ scooter board attached to rear of duet™ double buggy - Mountain Buggy freerider™ influencer @dashamish]


  
            more info freerider™ 
            from buggy board... to scooter fun! 

            
 

      
€109,99 EUR
    
    
  

     No reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: Mountain Buggy double satchel bag attached to duet double stroller stroller in colour grid_grid]
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            add to cart double satchel 

            
 

      
€89,99 EUR
    
    
  

     3 reviews
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            more info blanket 

            
 

      
€31,99 EUR
    
    
  

     No reviews




  
                                                    
                                                    







    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    






 

 

[image: mother with toddler at the airport with luggage - Mountain Buggy travel bag influencer @kellynting]
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            add to cart travel bag XL 
            straight to gate convenience 

            
 

      
€89,99 EUR
    
    
  


                            sold out      7 reviews
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     L
    
    Laetitia Gay 
  
 Top Pour le moment,je n'ai jamais eu une poussette aussi géniale !je suis assistante maternelle. Très maniable,facile à poussette !

 
 

  
 

 

   D
    
    Dorothee  
  
  Looks great but haven't used it yet as our babies are premies so not home yet.

 
 

  
 

 

   T
    
   Tara 
  
 Hoping for more We had the single all terrain stroller and LOVED it for everything we did. When we saw there was a double it was literally our number 1 purchase after finding out we were having out second. Well, we are a little disappointed. If you do anymore more than a walk the entire wheelbase shakes! You'll have to lock the wheels and even then trying to turn or even jog is a difficult experience. I was really looking forward to running post-partum. The seats constantly slide down which makes just putting the kids in a hassle with constant readjustment. The strap pads never actually stay on the straps for us and always fall off. I definitely wish we would've just bout a second single all terrain stroller. Ours was a hand-me-down of a runner after 9 years and was held together by duct-tape and it was the absolute best.

 
 

  
 

   
 Hi Tara, thank you for your feedback :)

 

 We regret to hear that your experience with duet™ fell short of your expectations.

 

 Understandably the feel of the buggy will always differ from a single to a double, and we appreciate that a buggy is an expensive investment, however the shaking you experienced is of concern and we encourage you to contact us if this is still occuring here - https://support.mountainbuggy.com/pages/contact-us-form

 

 MBx



   M
    
   Mackenzie S 
  
 Wanna love Online the stroller but as another mentioned. The sears are poorly designed, I hate the 2 feather adjusting system. I would love them to make modular seats fit these too. The full upright is still not up very straight.

 

 I wish the handles were higher or adjustable height for pushing it.

 

 I also not liking the cross bar. I cannot put a snack tray or drinks on it. Which means I'm constant needing to help both babies.

 

 The bottom storage sides could be a bit higher so the pockets were a bit more useful inside it.

 

 I added the scooter to it. LOL I can't use the pockets under it.

 

 Overall it's a great stroller. But it def could use some tweaks. Mostly the seat drive me up the wall! Kids seem comfy.

 

 Overall

 
 

  
 

   
 Hi Mackenzie, thank you for your constructive feedback :)

 

 We acknowledge that our products may not hit the mark with some, and we love hearing on ways we can improve customer experience. We agree that there are definitely benefits for either a fabric sling seat VS a modular seat, with some compromise on both options - it's all about personal preference as outlined here - https://nz.mountainbuggy.com/pages/celebrating-4-wheelers

 

 We're always continuously working to improve our brand experience with our amazing customers & absolutely appreciate the constructive feedback of where we can improve - we take your review and experience on board. 

 

 Thanks again

 MBx



   W
    
    Woong  
  
  Very professionally packaged and great quality purchase
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